Creativity

THE NEW economic FRONTIER FOR AFRICA

CALVIN BOTLHE BOSILONG
@Calvin_Bosilong
IN THE BEGINNING

The surprising chapter in the history of the universe is how men has managed to survive with no claws, fur or sheer brawn. What has, in fact, enabled us to evolve and conquer the world is our boundless creativity.
This is what I do

365 by day and night

Creative Director
Possibility Explorer
Curator
All round awesome guy
Picasso's paint brush on my left
Shakespeare's pen on my right
first entrepreneurial pursuit
then I met this GUY
the company WE KEEP

Wowfactor Africa

TBWA\Medcom The Disruption Company
creativity serves us best when it has purpose

KHAYA DLANGA
Letz Photography

CREATE PROJECTS WITH A SOCIAL COHESION
Peter Mabeo

YOUR CANVAS IS WHAT’S IN YOUR BACKYARD
Bakani Johnson

In their OWN PERFECT LITTLE World

every girl HAS A BEST child FRIEND IN A Doll
Tendekayi Katsiga, Deaftronics

MAKE USE OF
WHAT READILY
Abundant

FIRST SOLAR-POWERED
HEARING
Aid
Meleko Mokgorosi

You have to know the history to painting, but you also have to know how to negate that.
IF NOT US?
Who?
IF NOT NOW?
When?

ASIA HAS A PLAN FOR AFRICA
AMERICA HAS A PLAN FOR AFRICA

WHAT'S YOUR PLAN FOR AFRICA?

Musa Kalenga